The simple subject of a sentence is the noun that tells who or what the sentence is about.

example: **Sam** sings.

Some sentences have two simple subjects.

example: **Sam** and **Dani** sing.

Here's how you make a diagram of a sentence that has two simple subjects:

1. **Mom** and **Dad** cook.
2. **Carter** and **Jacob** run.
3. **Dogs** and **cats** fight.
4. **Dr. Leon** and **Mr. Smith** swam.
5. **Snowmen** and **icicles** melt.
The **simple subject** of a sentence is the noun that tells who or what the sentence is about.

example: **Sam** sings.

Some sentences have two simple subjects.

example: **Sam and Dani** sing.

Here’s how you make a diagram of a sentence that has two simple subjects:

```
    Sam
  ▲—————＞ sing.
     ▼
    Dani
```

Circle the nouns in each sentence. Then diagram the sentence.

1. **Mom and Dad** cook.

```
    Mom
  ▲—————＞ cook.
     ▼
    Dad
```

2. **Carter and Jacob** run.

```
    Carter
  ▲—————＞ run.
     ▼
    Jacob
```

3. **Dogs and cats** fight.

```
    Dogs
  ▲—————＞ fight.
     ▼
    cats
```

4. **Dr. Leon and Mr. Smith** swam.

```
    Dr. Leon
  ▲—————＞ swam.
     ▼
    Mr. Smith
```

5. **Snowmen and icicles** melt.

```
    Snowmen
  ▲—————＞ melt.
     ▼
    icicles
```